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Kalimpong is among the most popular hill stations in India which has managed to retain its natural
beauty. This is situated in the north eastern part of India which is at a height of 250 meters above
the sea level. The hill station boats many tourist spots along with long stretches of exotic orchids
that covers the entire hill sides. While you are in Kalingpong you can visit places like Thongsa
Gompa, Zong Dog Palri Fo Brang Gompa, Tharpa Choeling Monastery, Dr. Grahamâ€™s home,
sericulture research Institute, nature Interpretataion center etc. if you really love adventure sports
then Kalimpong is a perfect place to come for your vacation. You can indulge into white river rafting,
trekking, rock climbing etc. You can also visit Kalimpong in the month of October as the annual
flower festival is hosted in this month with is worth looking.

If you are going to Kalingpong than you will be glad to know that there is no dearth of hotels in thus
beautiful hill station. All the hotels in Kalingpong are known to have excellent tourist infrastructure
and ambiance to the travllers. These hotels Kalimpong offer budget accommodation in Goa and
value for money for those visiting Kalingpong under a budget. These hotels offer neat and clean
facilities along with best pricing.  The rooms of these hotels are spacious and also offer the modern
in room amenities like air conditioning, hot cold running water supply, bathroom toiletries, hair dryer,
television, telephone. These hotels have been classified into various categories where you can find
deluxe hotels, Kalingpong economy hotels for the convenience of the travllers. All the cheap hotels
in Kalingpong are known for their fine services and facilities and suit every category of travlers and
also to the kind of budget travllers desires for. The hotels are also known to cater all the business
travllers with respect to location and amenities offered to them. The hotels offer onsite catering and
banquet halls for conducting any sort of event. A soothing ambiance prevails in each of these hotels
which make it very pleasing for the travllers coming from all parts of world. You can also enjoy on an
array of mouth watering delicacies from continental, Chinese and Indian cuisines at the multi cuisine
restaurants at Kalimpong hotels.  So get ready to explore this beautiful hill town without worrying
about the accommodation facilities as the tourism of this place takes care of it
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a Hotels in Kalimpong - Choose from 42 hotels & resorts in Kalimpong.Check out unbiased user
reviews,compare tariffs, Kalimpong hotels & resort photos and book hotels in Kalimpong online with
Holiday IQ.
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